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 Shareholder Advocacy Tool Shut Down in Republican Plan 
Bloomberg BNA / by Andrea Vittorio / April 19, 2017 

A shareholder tool used to advocate for changes in corporate behavior would 
be effectively shut down under the latest Republican plan to roll back the 
Dodd-Frank Act. House Financial Services Chairman Jeb Hensarling (R-Texas) 
wants to require anyone seeking to put a proposal on the corporate ballot to 
hold a minimum of 1% of a company’s outstanding stock for three years. Cur-
rently, shareholders with as little as $2,000 in shares for a year or more can do 
so. The higher threshold would block “corporate gadflies,” faith- and values-
based investors and even the nation’s biggest public pension funds from trying 
to put an idea up for vote at a company like Exxon Mobil, where 1% of stock 
would be billions of dollars. Only the likes of Vanguard, BlackRock and State 
Street would be able to propose ideas for a shareholder vote at the largest 
companies. Asset managers have shown little interest in wielding their voting 
power on proposals, much less submitting their own. New York State Comp-
troller Thomas P. DiNapoli, who manages the state’s retirement fund, said the 
legislative proposal would “diminish corporate accountability” and “put inves-
tors and corporations at risk.” Shareholder proposals have been used to push 
for practices, such as electing directors by majority vote, that have become 
standard elements of corporate governance. Investors have also used pro-
posals to advocate on issues such as diversity and climate change.   

 ING Dives Into Loans That Link Interest Rates to ESG 
Bloomberg Briefs / by Dana Pardini / May 4, 2017 

More companies could soon sign on to a new loan structure where their inter-
est rate is determined by their sustainability performance. After making a first-
of-its-kind loan to health technology company Royal Philips last month, Am-
sterdam-based lender ING Groep NV has signed two new bilateral loans involv-
ing a unique payback structure, placing a borrower's sustainability perfor-
mance at the forefront. Each of the loans' interest rates will vary annually ac-
cording to the borrower's individual environmental, social, and governance 
scores, provided by corporate governance and investment research firm Sus-
tainalytics. By improving their Sustainalytics score, companies become better 
clients and more sustainable businesses overall, Roland Mees, director of sus-
tainable lending at ING, said. A company with poor sustainability practices can 
have real financial risks. More lenders may be interested in these kind of deals 
as data continues to show "that companies with good sustainability perfor-
mance tend to have lower risk and thus lower cost of capital," Tensie Whelan, 
director of the Center for Sustainable Business at NYU Stern School of Busi-
ness, said. "It is a win-win — it rewards better sustainability performance by 
companies, reduces risk for lenders, and provides value to society."  

 Financial Firms Lead Shareholder Rebellion Against Exx-
onMobil Climate Change Policies 
The Washington Post / by Steven Mufson / May 31, 2017 

ExxonMobil management was defeated by a shareholder rebellion over climate 
change, as investors with 62.3% of shares voted to instruct the oil giant to re-
port on the impact of global measures designed to keep climate change to 2 
degrees centigrade. The shareholder rebellion at the ExxonMobil annual 
meeting in Dallas was led by major financial advisory firms and fund managers 
who traditionally have played passive roles. Although the identity of voters 
wasn’t disclosed, a source familiar with the vote said that major financial advi-
sory firm BlackRock had cast its shares in opposition to Exxon management and 
that Vanguard and State Street had likely done the same. All three financial 
giants have been openly considering casting their votes against management 
on this key proxy resolution. Even as the Trump administration’s commitment 
to the climate accord wavered, the Exxon vote showed that climate concerns 
were gaining ground in the business world. Although the company has written 
two open letters urging President Trump to stay in the Paris climate accord, 
ExxonMobil has remained the subject of criticism and litigation over whether it 
has adequately disclosed climate consequences of burning fossil fuels. Similar 
resolutions demanding that management explain how climate change could 
affect their businesses were adopted at Occidental Petroleum and PPL, a large 
utility holding company. Occidental’s shareholders backed the resolution with 
a 67% majority, including BlackRock in its first vote ever against a company’s 
management over the climate issue. 

 

 NYC Pension Funds Withdraw Investments From Private Pris-
ons 
Bloomberg / by Henry Goldman / June 8, 2017 

New York City’s pension funds have decided to sell their investments in private 
prison companies, citing a record of alleged human rights abuses and citing the 
risk of the industry attracting “long-term reputational and financial 
harm.” Trustees for the city’s five pensions voted to become the first retire-
ment funds in the U.S. to divest such assets, totaling about $48 million worth 
of stock and bonds from GEO Group Inc., CoreCivic Inc. and G4S Plc. The 
amount represents a tiny portion of the more than $175 billion held on behalf 
of the city’s police officers, fire fighters, civil service workers, teachers and 
school administrators. The decision came after months of deliberation and 
more than a year after the companies’ stocks tumbled, in response to an order 
from then Deputy U.S. Attorney General Sally Yates that the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons stop contracting with such companies. While the shares have since 
more than recovered those losses amid speculation that President Donald 
Trump will be a boon to the industry, that highlighted the risks of investing in 
an industry that is frequently criticized for profiting from keeping people be-
hind bars.   

 Investing With ‘Green’ Ratings? It’s a Gray Area 
Reuters / by Ross Kerber and Michael Flaherty / June 26, 2017 

Buying into companies based on ESG factors has become a hot trend, spawning 
a new industry that sells investors company ratings based on those factors. 
However, some investors and funds may rely too much on the scores of one 
rating firm. There are no set criteria and so-called ESG ratings vary widely, 
meaning investors may be less protected than they think. CSRHub compared 
such ratings given to companies in the S&P Global 1200 index by MSCI and Sus-
tainalytics and found they had a correlation coefficient of 0.32, a relatively 
weak level. Credit ratings, in contrast, are closely aligned, with the comparable 
figure for Moody’s and S&P ratings of around 0.9. Credit ratings rely on finan-
cial disclosures while the sustainability ratings may reflect different weightings 
given to factors such as workers’ rights, emissions, or responses to events such 
as an oil spill or product failure. Tesla, for example, has received a top AAA 
score from MSCI, but a middling grade from Sustainalytics, below that of Ford 
Motor Co and General Motors, partly because Tesla does not release carbon 
emissions data for its manufacturing plants. Professional investors and compa-
ny executives told Reuters that one remedy would be to adopt a common lan-
guage and reporting requirements. Starting next year, the European Union will 
require companies to report on their efforts in such areas as the environment 
and social responsibility. In the U.S., a small group of companies has embraced 
voluntary disclosures suggested by the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board. At their best, rating firms can help investors avoid losses. For instance, 
both MSCI and Sustainalytics raised governance concerns about Volkswagen 
months before they admitted to cheating on emissions tests.  

 Can Good Corporate Citizenship Be Measured? 
The New York Times / by Andrew Ross Sorkin / June 26, 2017 

A new study that tries to quantify and correlate stock performance with ESG 
factors is generating a lot of chatter among the investor class. And the results 
are as surprising for what the authors conclude as for what they do not. The 
good news version: Investors who look at environmental, social and govern-
ance metrics are less likely to buy shares in companies with volatile stocks. 
Those investors are also significantly less likely to buy into companies headed 
toward bankruptcies. And “stocks that ranked within the top third by ESG 
scores relative to their peers would have outperformed stocks in the bottom 
third by about 18 percentage points from 2005 to today,” the authors report-
ed. But the study also found, repeatedly, that if you’re looking for stocks that 
outperform their peers, simply looking at ESG issues isn’t a panacea. Even 
though the companies that rated the best on ESG issues performed better, on 
average, than others, the study said that “this performance was not consistent, 
and was very similar to the performance of large versus small companies.” The 
study has caused a bit of stir because, in truth, the results were so mixed. The 
report suggested that companies that rank highly on these issues are meaning-
fully less risky. ESG metrics “have been a better signal of future earnings volatil-
ity than any other measure we have found,” with companies that rank highest 
in ESG tending to rank lowest in volatility (and vice versa), the study said. It also 
found that stocks with superior ESG scores “signaled higher future” return-on-
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Upcoming Events and Conferences 

Sustainable Investing Grows on Asset Owner Demand / Bloomberg Professional Services / April 2017 

 Sustainable investing finds plateaus at half of managed assets. The field encompasses 26% of assets under management globally, almost $23 trillion, according 
to the Global Sustainable Investment Alliance. Europe and Australia lead markets with about half of managed assets considering sustainability criteria. 

 Europe leads responsible assets on pension, insurance focus. European institutional investors are the most likely to scrutinize sustainability issues, with over 
half of managed assets considering them vs. 22% in the U.S. and less than 5% in Asia. Pension funds and insurance companies have been a major driver. 

 Millennials sustainability investing puts money where values are. Millennials and female investors’ rising clout may boost emphasis on companies’ sustainabil-
ity performance, given both demographics’ stated concerns. Millennials lead in terms of interest (85%) and in follow-through with 28% making such investments. 

 Calpers, Norges exclusion expansion may show anti-Trump effect. Ethical opinions may play a greater role for some investors amid potential policies under a 
Trump administration. Two of the largest global investors said that they plan to expand exclusions.  

 Fossil fuel joining ‘sin’ stocks shows ethical investing evolution. Climate change concerns have driven some investors to add coal and oil producers and high-
carbon utilities to the list of “sin” stocks such as tobacco, weapons manufacturers, alcohol and gambling. 

 Investor engagement, resolutions are company ESG pressure points. Increased shareholder resolutions and non-public engagement by investors are pressing 
companies to address potentially overlooked financial risks from issues such as climate change and diversity.  

 ESG scores add insight to assessing risks on data challenges. Sustainability ratings provide a quick and simple entry to understanding a company’s ESG perfor-
mance. Ratings or scores can offer a view across an investable universe based on company sustainability policies and pronouncements. 

 Quantifying sustainability is step to hidden financial costs. The mixed state of company ESG data reporting may provide opportunities similar to the early days 
of other new fields marked by non-standard and uneven disclosure. Translating ESG performance into financial costs adds a further complication.  

 Patchy environmental and social data obscure business risks. Company-reported ESG information tends to be disparate and lack consistency, clouding material 
risks. This has spawned initiatives by some stock exchanges and outside groups to boost reporting and to define material indicators. 

 Gains in sustainability tilt index may show added data edge. The MSCI USA ESG Select Index outperformed its benchmark and best-in-class ESG brethren in 
2016, which may reflect the advantage of using sustainability information as an added factor to tilt an index.  

 Low-carbon indexes lagging may worsen on carbon goal reversal. Indexes that exclude fossil-fuel extraction companies or high carbon emissions generally un-
derperformed their benchmarks in 2016, as oil and gas shares rallied. Declining renewables and low-carbon technology costs may provide longer-term support. 

 Gender leadership indexes struggle to unlock diversity’s value. Indexes tracking gender diversity leaders are failing to deliver the outperformance that research 
shows they should. The results indicate that financial benefits of diversity may be harder to monetize than just selecting a high proportion of women leaders. 

Annual Impact Investor Survey 2017 / Global Impact Investing Network / May  2017 

The survey is based on an analysis of 209 impact investing organizations that collectively manage nearly $114 billion in impact assets. Key findings:  

 Satisfaction with performance: Overwhelming majority have met or exceeded expectations for impact (98%) and financial performance (91%). 

 Entry of large-scale financial firms: An increasing number of large, well-known asset managers have entered the space. This trend will help professionalize the 
market, bring in much-needed capital, and enhance the credibility of impact investing but is also associated with a risk of mission drift or ‘impact dilution.’ 

 Key indicators of market growth: Progress includes an increasing abundance of professionals with relevant skillsets (90% noted progress) and greater availability 
of market research and data on products and performance (89% reported progress). 

 Commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): About 26% track their performance to the SDGs and another 34% plan to do so in the near future.  

 Continued commitment to impact measurement: Nearly universal measurement of social/environmental performance, using a mix of tools and frameworks. 

 Key sectors and geographies: Top sectors were housing, energy, and microfinance. Top geographies were the U.S. & Canada, Europe, sub-Saharan Africa, and 
Latin America & the Caribbean. 

 Role of below-market-rate capital: Valuable role in mitigating risk to attract new investors and bridging philanthropy and market-rate capital. 

 Challenges to industry development: Lack of appropriate capital across risk/return spectrum; defining and segmenting the diverse industry; lack of exit options. 

New Energy Outlook 2017 / Bloomberg New Energy Finance / June 2017 

Renewable energy sources are set to represent almost three quarters of the $10.2 trillion invested in new power generating technology until 2040. Key findings: 

 Solar and wind dominate: 72% of the $10.2 trillion spent on new power generation worldwide to 2040 will be invested in new wind and solar PV plants. 

 Solar energy’s challenge to coal gets broader: Solar is already at least as cheap as coal in Germany, Australia, the U.S., Spain and Italy. The levelized cost of elec-
tricity from solar is set to drop another 66% by 2040. By 2021, it will be cheaper than coal in China, India, Mexico, the U.K. and Brazil as well. 

 Onshore wind costs fall fast, and offshore falls faster: Onshore wind levelized costs will fall 47% by 2040, thanks to cheaper, more efficient turbines and ad-
vanced OPEX regimes. In the same period, offshore wind costs will slide a whopping 71%, helped by experience, competition, and economies of scale. 

 China and India lead in energy investment: They account for 28% and 11% of all investment in power generation to 2040. Just under a third of Asia Pacific’s in-
vestment in energy will go to wind, a third to solar, 18% to nuclear and 10% to coal and gas. 

 Batteries bolster renewables reach: Utility-scale batteries increasingly compete with natural gas to provide system flexibility at times of peak demand. Along 
with small-scale batteries, this will help renewable energy reach 74% penetration in Germany, 38% in the U.S., 55% in China and 49% in India by 2040. 

 Electric vehicles bolster electricity use: In Europe and the U.S., EVs will account for 13% and 12% of electricity demand by 2040. Charging EVs flexibly, when re-
newables are generating and wholesale prices are low, will help the system adapt to intermittent solar and wind. 

 Homeowners’ love of solar grows: By 2040, rooftop PV will account for as much as 24% of electricity in Australia, 20% in Brazil, 15% in Germany, 12% in Japan, 
and 5% in the U.S. and India. This, combined with the growth of large-scale renewables, reduces the need for existing large-scale coal and gas plants. 

 Coal’s point of no return: Sluggish demand, cheap renewables and coal-gas fuel switching slash coal use by 87% in Europe and 45% in the U.S. by 2040; coal gen-
eration in China reaches peak in 2026. Only 18% of planned new coal plants will get built, suggesting that 369GW of projects may be cancelled. 

 Gas is a transition fuel, but not in the way most people think: Gas-fired power sees $804 billion in new investment and 16% more capacity by 2040. But save for 
the Americas, gas plants will mainly act as one of the flexible technologies needed to help meet peaks and provide system stability. 

 Global power sector emissions peak in 2027: CO2 emissions from power generation increase by a tenth before peaking in 2026, lining up with China’s peak coal 
generation. However, a further $5.3 trillion investment in 3.9TW of zero-carbon capacity is required to keep the planet on a 2-degrees-Celsius trajectory. 
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 The MoneyShow San Francisco 
August 24-26, 2017 / The Marriott Marquis / San Francisco, CA 

MoneyShow is a network of investing and trading education. Justina will speak 
on a panel of women advisors about impact investing in client portfolios. 

 

 RIA Institute’s Wealth Management Impact Investing Forum 
September 19, 2017 / Montage Resort & Spa / Laguna Beach, CA 

The forum brings together RIA and family office executives for discussion and 
debate about impact investing opportunities and risks for wealth managers. 
Justina will be speaking on a panel focused on case studies for quantifying and 
communicating the success of impact investment strategies. 

Research / Reports 

WETHERBY ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
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